AXIS updates Cessna 560XLS simulator for UPRT
Austrian FFS manufacturer provides full UPRT capabilities to meet EASA
requirements
Lebring, Austria, April 2021.
Full flight simulator manufacturer AXIS recently upgraded a Cessna 560XL simulator at the
Austria Aviation Academy to provide advanced Upset Prevention and Recovery Training,
using data gathered from flight tests performed in the real aircraft. The resulting update has
been qualified by Austro Control (ACG).
EASA defines Upset Prevention and Recovery Training (UPRT) as a combination of
theoretical knowledge and practical training to enable flight crew to prevent and recover from
situations in which an aeroplane unintentionally exceeds the parameters for line operation or
training.
This includes stall prevention and recovery training as well as the serious issue of wake
turbulence. Advanced UPRT has been mandatory as of December 2019, with a one-year
transition period, and AXIS is providing retrofits for its installed simulator base.
In this case, in the summer of 2020 flight tests were performed on behalf of AXIS in a Cessna
560XLS in different attitudes and configurations to assess its stall and recovery behaviour.
This included wings level and accelerated stalls, with all flap settings. High altitude stalls in
clean configuration were also flown. The flight data was gathered from the flight data
recorder and installed sensors. The simulator’s stall and post stall model was then adjusted
and extended based on that data, and the resulting simulator behaviour assessed during a
subject-matter expert evaluation by the test pilot who flew the stall manoeuvres in the actual
aircraft. The Qualification Test Guide was updated to provide SOCs and updated test results
to show compliance with EASA CS-FSTD (A) Issue 2 requirements for UPRT and full stall
training. In January of this year the update was duly evaluated and qualified by Austro
Control (ACG).
With this update the simulator can now be used for full stall training tasks as well as for
manoeuvre-based and scenario-based (MBT and SBT) Upset Prevention and Recovery
Training. AXIS provides three each MBT and SBT scenarios by default, and for the Cessna
560XLS simulator AXIS provided three additional MBT scenarios for a total of six MBT and
three SBT.
About AXIS
Founded in 2004 by pilots and engineers, Austria-based AXIS Flight Training Systems GmbH
designs and manufactures the most advanced full flight simulators on the market. The
company’s products are at the leading edge of the technology, and meet and exceed EASA,
DAA, and ICAO requirements. Offering exceptional realism, availability and efficiency, AXIS
flight simulators are in use at many sites throughout the world.
About Aviation Academy Austria
Aviation Academy Austria (AAA) near Vienna is a provider of professional pilot training for air
operators and private individuals, from solid cadet pilot instruction to airline and business
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aviation type ratings on modern full flight simulators. Currently the company runs five full
flight simulators and various other training devices, like cockpit procedure trainers and fixed
base simulators. AAA has almost 20 training aircraft and a capacity of 50 graduates per year.
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